Forum: Human Rights Council
Issue: The issue of moose rights
Main submitter: Canada
Co-submitters:

The human rights council,
Alarmed by the recent increase in the hunting of moose,
Believing that moose rights should be equal to those of humans,
Expressing its appreciation of the United States to have taken in vast quantities of moose refugees,
Deeply disturbed by the lack of any action by the Islamic Republic of Iran,
Taking into consideration the threat of a potential Dano-Greenlandic invasion of moose territory,
Having considered the idea to settle all moose in the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan,

1. Requests the creation of a new UN committee that will protect the rights of moose
worldwide through acts such as, but not limited to:
a) Providing safe havens for moose in countries with large moose populations such as,
but not limited to:
i.
Canada
ii.
Russian Federation
iii.
United States of America
iv.
Republic of Poland
v.
New Zealand
b) Spread awareness of moose culture to countries near large moose populations by
means such as, but not limited to:
i.
Public service announcements
ii.
Human-moose sport events
iii.
Moose scholarships to human universities
c) Fight moose discrimination wherever possible;
2. Calls upon all United Nations members to further integrate their moose populations into
societies wherever possible;
3. Recommends people of moose decent to stay away from countries with large anti-moose
movements, these are, but are not limited to:
a) Kingdom of Sweden
b) Kingdom of Denmark
c) Kingdom of Norway
d) Republic of Finland
e) Iceland
f) Republic of Estonia;

4. Deplores the lack of action taken by the Islamic Republic of Iran in providing a safe haven for
Canadian moose;
5. Further reminds all delegates that settlement in the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan is
impossible, due to the hostile terrain;
6. Recommends all countries to follow in the example of the United States of America in its
treatment of moose refugees;
7. Regrets its inaction during the first moose crisis and the subsequent disasters that took
place.

